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Abstract—Fully biodegradable high strength composites or ‘advanced green composites’ were
fabricated using yearly renewable soy protein based resins and high strength liquid crystalline
cellulose fibers. For comparison, E-glass and aramid (Kevlar®) fiber reinforced composites were
also prepared using the same modified soy protein resins. The modification of soy protein included
forming an interpenetrating network-like (IPN-like) resin with mechanical properties comparable to
commonly used epoxy resins. The IPN-like soy protein based resin was further reinforced using
nano-clay and microfibrillated cellulose. Fiber/resin interfacial shear strength was characterized using
microbond method. Tensile and flexural properties of the composites were characterized as per ASTM
standards. A comparison of the tensile and flexural properties of the high strength composites made
using the three fibers is presented. The results suggest that these green composites have excellent
mechanical properties and can be considered for use in primary structural applications. Although
significant additional research is needed in this area, it is clear that advanced green composites will
some day replace today’s advanced composites made using petroleum based fibers and resins. At
the end of their life, the fully sustainable ‘advanced green composites’ can be easily disposed of or
composted without harming the environment, in fact, helping it.

Keywords: Advanced green composites; green composites; soy protein; plant-based resins; cellulose
fibers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fibers such as graphite, aramids, glass etc., are commonly used to fabricate
high strength composites. These so called ‘advanced composites’ have replaced
metals in many applications because of their excellent mechanical properties
and low density giving them high specific strength and stiffness. Such weight
savings are highly desirable for applications in aerospace to transportation to
reduce weight and associated fuel consumption. Another distinct advantage of
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composites is their ability to be engineered to obtain required properties in different
directions by appropriate fiber placing in different layers of the laminated structure.
Currently available advanced composites commonly employ resins such as epoxies,
polyimides and polyetheretherketones. Most of these fibers and resins are derived
from petroleum feedstock and do not degrade for several decades under normal
environmental conditions [1]. Composites, particularly those that use thermoset
resins, are impossible to reshape, recycle or reuse. While a small fraction of these
composites are crushed into powder and used as filler or incinerated to obtain energy
in the form of heat, most of them end up in landfills at the end of their life. In
anaerobic conditions, such as those in landfills, the petroleum based composites
may not degrade for several decades making that land unavailable for any other use.
On other hand, incineration produces toxic gases and requires expensive scrubbers.
Both incineration and dumping in landfills are environmentally undesirable as well
as expensive. In the future these methods of disposing of composites are expected
to get even more expensive as the pollution laws all over the world get stricter and
the number of landfills decline. In addition, at the present rate of consumption the
world petroleum reserves are estimated to last for the next 50 years or so only [1].
This may be exacerbated further as the world consumption of petroleum increases
as the economies of the developing countries expand. As a result, there is great
interest in developing ‘green’ composites using fully sustainable, biodegradable,
environment-friendly and yearly renewable fibers and resins, particularly those
derived from plants [2]. A variety of resins, e.g. starch, proteins, etc. and fibers,
e.g. flax, ramie, kenaf, etc., have been used to fabricate green composites for many
applications. In many cases, only one component of the composites, either the
fibers or the resin, has been biodegradable. Such ‘semi-green’ composites have
the same problem of disposal at the end of their life. Most such ‘semi-green’
or ‘green’ composites reinforced with plant-based fibers, yarns or fabrics have
moderate tensile strengths and stiffnesses (modulii) in the range of 100 to 200 MPa
and 1 to 4 GPa, respectively. As a result, their applications are restricted to only non-
critical and non-load-bearing parts, such as packaging, casings, etc. They cannot be
used in load-bearing structural applications where high strength and stiffness are
required [3–14].

Composite properties depend on the properties of the constituents, i.e. the fibers
and resins used. The strength and stiffness of the composites are directly a function
of the reinforcing fiber properties which carry most of the load, and their volume
content. The resin helps to maintain the relative position of the fibers within
the composite and, more importantly, transfers the load from broken fibers to
the intact fibers. As a result, fiber/resin interfacial properties are also important
and have a significant effect on composite properties, including toughness and
transverse fracture stress. In summary, to fabricate high strength composites all
three factors, namely, fiber properties, resin properties as well as the fiber/resin
interface characterisitcs are critical.
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Many natural and synthesized biodegradable resins are currently commercially
available for fabricating green composites [2]. Some of the most common ones are
poly(lactic acid), proteins, starches, polyhydroxyalkanoates and their copolymers,
etc. Most of these are obtained either from plant sources or through bacterial
fermentation processes. Within the commercially available materials, soy protein,
perhaps, is the least expensive and most widely available material in the world.
It is commercially available in three forms: defatted soy flour (SF), soy protein
concentrate (SPC) and soy protein isolate (SPI). The SF contains about 55% protein
whereas SPC and SPI contain about 72% and 90% protein, respectively. The
rest is carbohydrates, minerals, soluble fibers, ash, etc. Soy proteins contain 18
different amino acids including some containing carboxyl groups (glutamic acid
and aspartic acid) and some containing amino groups (lysine and arginine). In
addition, there are other amino acids that contain polar hydroxyl groups (serine,
threonine, tyrosine). The amino acids are connected through peptide (amide) bonds
to form polypeptide chains. The reactive groups on the amino acids can be utilized
to chemically modify soy proteins and improve their properties. Soy protein has
an isoelectric point between 4.5 to 5 pH. At the isoelectric point soy protein is
insoluble in water. However, away from the isoelectric point, in either direction, the
soy protein molecules open up and become more soluble in water. This opening of
the molecules allows the reactive groups to be exposed making it easier for them to
undergo chemical reactions for any modifications. Many researchers have modified
soy protein to improve its mechanical properties [3–6, 10–25]. Some of the most
common ways of improving soy based resin properties include blending with other
polymers, cross-linking, forming an interpenetrating network (IPN) or semi-IPN
structure and addition of nano-particles such as nano-clay to form nano-composites
[6, 24–29]. All these modifications have been shown to result in improvements
in various properties of the resins. The present research also suggests that the
incorporation of microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) can significantly improve the
resin properties to an even greater extent than those obtained by the use of nano-
clay particles because of its high aspect ratio.

Recent developments in both resins and high strength cellulosic fibers have been
significant and should allow the development of high strength ‘advanced green com-
posites’ with significantly better mechanical properties [6, 12–23]. Many other
properties such as physical and thermal properties as well as specific properties
such as fire retardancy, vibration damping, impact strength, antimicrobial, gas bar-
rier, water resistance, etc., can also be improved at the same time to widen the
application range of green composites. In this paper, modifications of soy protein
carried out in two steps: (1) to form an interpenetrating network like (IPN-like)
structure by blending with polysaccharides that cross-link by themselves and (2) to
further modify them using nano-clay and MFC to significantly improve their me-
chanical properties, are discussed. The mechanical properties of these resins were
comparable or better than the most commonly used DGEBA based epoxy resins.
These modified SPC resins were reinforced with high strength liquid crystalline
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(LC) cellulosic fibers to fabricate ‘advanced green composites’. The same modified
resins were also reinforced to fabricate composites using E-glass and Kevlar® 49
(Kevlar®) fibers for comparison. The comparison of the mechanical properties sug-
gest that the high strength green composites have excellent mechanical properties
and could be used for many load-bearing applications. In the future, with further
progress achieved with respect to green resins and fibers, it should be possible to
obtain even stronger and tougher advanced green composites.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

In the present research SPC was modified four different ways. SPC powder was
obtained from Archer Daniels and Midland Co., Illinois, USA, Cloisite® clay used
in this study was obtained from Southern Clay, Products, Texas, USA and MFC
was obtained from Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd., Japan. Liquid crystalline
cellulose (LC cellulose) fibers were provided by Dr. H. Boerstoel, Teijin Twaron
BV. The Kevlar® fibers were obtained from DuPont, Delaware, USA, and the
E-glass fibers were obtained from Owens Corning, Illinois, USA, and had only
water size. Polycarboxylic acid (PCA) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich Co., St.
Louis, MO, USA. The four different resin compositions prepared in this research
are given below. All numbers in parenthesis are weights based on SPC weight taken
as 100.

(1) SPC (100) + MFC (40) + glycerol (10)

(2) SPC (100) + PCA (50) + glycerol (8)

(3) SPC (100) + PCA (50) + glycerol (15) + clay (7)

(4) SPC (100) + PCA (50) + glycerol (15) + MFC (40)

To prepare the SPC resin, SPC powder was mixed with water and glycerol
(plasticizer). The mix ratio of SPC:water was 1:15 by weight. After homogenizing
the mixture for 15 min, it was transferred to a water bath maintained at 75◦C
for 30 min (pre-curing). The stirring was continued during this period. For
characterizing the resin properties, the pre-cured resin was cast into sheets, dried
in an air circulating oven kept at 35◦C and hot pressed (cured) at 120◦C under a
pressure of 8 MPa. To make the PCA modified resins, the PCA was dissolved in
water at 80◦C and then added to the SPC solution before pre-curing. MFC and
nano clay suspensions were prepared separately and added during pre-curing, in
required proportions to prepare the modified SPC resins. The drying and curing
processes were same as described for the pure SPC resin. The cured resin sheets
had thicknesses between 0.12 and 0.15 mm. The resins were characterized for
their tensile properties using Instron universal testing machine (model 5566) as per
ASTM D 882-02. The specimen gauge length and test strain rate were 50 mm and
1 min−1, respectively. Five specimens were tested for each resin to obtain average
values.
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All three fibers, LC cellulose, Kevlar® and E-glass, were also characterized for
their tensile properties. All fibers were obtained in the form of tows. The diameters
of LC cellulose and Kevlar® fibers were between 10 and 12 µm whereas the glass
fibers were about 20 µm diameter. The tensile tests were carried out on individual
fibers using the same Instron testing machine as per ASTM D 3822-01. The gauge
length and strain rate were 50 mm and 0.5 min−1, respectively. Twenty fibers were
tested for each fiber type to obtain average values.

The microbond technique [30–32] was used to characterize the fiber/resin inter-
facial shear strength (IFSS) between all three fibers and four resins. To prepare
specimens, a small microbead (microdrop) of the pre-cured resin was placed on the
fiber using a fine metal wire. The resin microdrop was dried and cured at 105◦C in
an air-circulating oven for 10 min. Specimens were then conditioned at 21◦C and
65% for 12 h. The IFSS test was performed using the same Instron universal testing
machine. The diameter (d) of the fiber and the embedded length (l) were measured
using an optical microscope. The schematic and the procedure of the microbond
test are explained in detail elsewhere [30–32]. To perform the test, microvise was
kept at the bottom in place of the bottom jaws. The top end of the fiber was gripped
in the top jaw of the Instron such that the microdrop was about 0.2 mm below the
open microvise plates. The microvise plates were brought closer so as to just touch
the fiber. The fiber was then pulled at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min until the
microdrop was sheared. Twenty microbead tests were conducted for each condition
to obtain average IFSS values. The force, F , required to shear the microdrop from
the fiber was measured and the average IFSS (τ) was calculated using equation (1)
shown below.

τ = F

π × d × l
. (1)

These conditions were slightly different than the ones used in fabricating compos-
ites, particularly that the hot pressing could not be used for the microbeads which
would flatten out to thin paper like sheet. Also, while the composites were cured
at 120◦C, the microbead specimens were cured at 105◦C. This was due to the very
small size of the microbead which dries much faster. Higher temperatures or longer
times were seen to degrade the microbead (resin).

To prepare unidirectional fiber reinforced composites, the filament tows (LC
cellulose, Kevlar® or E-glass) were wound around a metal frame and soaked in
the pre-cured resin solutions. Winding was done such that two layers of parallel-
aligned filaments were wound so as to get composites of approximately 1 mm
thickness. The soaking of filaments in the pre-cured resins was done such that
maximum possible impregnation was obtained. However, in the case of the glass
fibers, it was observed that the resin did not adhere well since these fibers did
not have any coupling agent or were not treated. After soaking, the composite
specimens were dried in an air circulating oven at 35◦C for 24 h. The fiber weight
fraction in the final composites was calculated on the basis of final dry composite
weight and initial weight of the filaments used. All composites had 40 ± 2% fiber
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volume fraction which was calculated based on the resin and fiber densities. All
resin and composite specimens were conditioned at 21◦C and 65% relative humidity
for 5 days before characterizing their mechanical properties. The actual composite
specimen thicknesses were 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 0.6 mm for Kevlar®, glass and
LC cellulose fibers, respectively. The specimens were tension tested using the
same Instron universal testing machine. The gauge length and strain rate were
50 mm and 1 min−1. The flexural properties of the composites were characterized
using three-point bending test as per ASTM D 790-02 using the same Instron
universal testing machine. The specimen span length was 25 mm and the crosshead
speed was 0.16 mm/min. At least 6 composite specimens were tested to obtain
average tensile properties. The moisture content in cured resins was obtained using
moisture/volatiles tester (C. W. Brabender Instruments, Inc., Model SAS) as per
ASTM D 1576-90. One test was done per specimen to obtain the moisture content.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Properties of the modified SPC based resins

The tensile properties, density and the moisture absorption of the four modified SPC
based resins are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that all resins show good tensile
properties. The high fracture stress and Young’s modulus values of these resins
are comparable to the commonly used DGEBA based epoxy resins. It should be
noted that all resins contained some amount of glycerol as plasticizer. The densities
of these resins are comparable to epoxies as well. The SPC resin modified with
MFC (#1) has the best fracture stress (76 MPa) and modulus (2.75 GPa). This is
presumably the effect of high strength and aspect ratio of the MFC. The cellulose
molecules in the MFC are highly oriented and crystalline. The strength of the
cellulose crystals in the MFC has been estimated to be between 2 and 6 GPa and
tensile modulus to be around 140 GPa [17–19]. Another reason for the high tensile
properties of resin #1 is its lower moisture content (11.8%) compared to other resins.
Moisture acts as plasticizer reducing the resin stiffness. Since the MFC is highly
crystalline, it cannot absorb more moisture. The resin #1 has the lowest density
and the highest fracture toughness since it has fracture strain comparable to other

Table 1.
Tensile, physical and moisture properties of the SPC based resins

Resin Fracture Fracture Young’s Moisture Density
stress (MPa) strain (%) modulus (GPa) content (%) (kg/m3)

(#1) SPC + MFC 75.8 12.5 2.75 11.8 1340
(#2) SPC + PCA 50.6 12.4 1.99 13.6 1370
(#3) SPC + PCA + clay 51.1 14.0 1.48 14.3 1430
(#4) SPC + PCA + MFC 60.6 13.9 2.11 12.8 1420
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resins and highest fracture stress. However, it should be noted that while resins
#1 and #2 contain 10% and 8% glycerol, resins #3 and #4 contain 15% glycerol,
respectively. With lower glycerol content the resins #3 and #4 would have had
much higher strength as well. However, at the same time they would be much more
brittle.

3.2. Properties of the fibers

The tensile properties and density of the three fibers used in this study are presented
in Table 2. The data indicate that, while LC cellulose fibers have higher fracture
stress than E-glass fibers, their fracture stress and modulus values are about 40% of
those obtained for the Kevlar® fibers. The fracture strain of LC cellulose fibers was
more than 3.5 times that of Kevlar® and E-glass fibers resulting in higher toughness
than both Kevlar® and E-glass fibers.

3.3. Interfacial shear strength (IFSS) properties

The interfacial shear strength results for all fiber/resin combinations are presented in
Table 3. The data suggest that the average IFSS over all four resins for Kevlar® was
the highest followed by LC cellulose fibers and was the lowest for E-glass fibers.
It was expected that the IFSS for LC cellulose fibers would be significantly higher
than both Kevlar® and E-glass fibers. This was because of the hydroxyl groups on
LC cellulose fibers which could strongly hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl, amine
and carboxyl groups in soy protein as well as the PCA. However, their surface

Table 2.
Tensile properties and densities of the fibers used

Fiber Fracture stress Fracture strain Young’s modulus Density
(MPa) (%) (GPa) (kg/m3)

LC Cellulose 1680 (9.0) 11.46 (6.8) 39.9 (12.1) 1520
Kevlar® 49 4020 (10.0) 3.22 (8.3) 93.1 (7.1) 1440
E-glass 1402 (13.4) 3.04 (12.1) 52.6 (5.4) 2550

* Numbers in parentheses represent % coefficient of variation.

Table 3.
Interfacial shear strength values for all fiber/resin combinations

Resin LC Cellulose E-Glass Kevlar®

(#1) SPC + MFC 15.3 (15.7) 10.5 (20.0) 13.6 (18.0)
(#2) SPC + PCA 12.0 (31.5) 9.9 (29.4) 12.5 (11.0)
(#3) SPC + PCA + clay 12.1 (23.5) 12.4 (19.9) 14.1 (13.2)
(#4) SPC + PCA + MFC 11.3 (27.7) 11.5 (28.5) 14.6 (15.2)
Average IFSS over 4 resins 12.68 11.08 13.70

* Numbers in parentheses represent % coefficient of variation.
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Figure 1. Microdrops on fibers (a) MFC containing resin, (b) nano-clay containing resin.

Figure 2. Typical Microdrop test plots for the three fibers used.

was very smooth and comparable to E-glass fibers allowing very little mechanical
interlocking component in both cases. It is clear that among the three fibers, E-glass
fibers with no size or coupling agent (water size) showed the lowest IFSS while
Kevlar® fibers had the highest IFSS. It was also observed that Kevlar® fibers gave
more successful IFSS tests. Since amide groups on Kevlar® can also form hydrogen
bonding with soy protein resins, the difference in IFSS between Kevlar® and LC
cellulose fiber composites was not statistically significant.

It was also noticed that the resins containing MFC showed irregular shapes of
the microdrops because of their high aspect ratio whereas the resins containing
nano-clay particles were much rounder. Typical examples of these are shown in
Fig. 1. However, no effect of the microdrop shape was expected on the IFSS values
obtained. Typical microdrop test plots for three fibers are shown in Fig. 2. It should
be noted that for all resins the drying and curing processes result in significant
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shrinkage of the microdrop as the moisture is lost. This creates significant stress,
both compressive and shear, at the interface. While the compressive stress would
give higher IFSS value, shear stresses would reduce the IFSS. Although the exact
contribution of each factor is not known, the IFSS values are believed to be much
smaller than they actually are. Since resin shrinkage is same in case of all fibers, the
IFSS values are good for comparison.

3.4. Mechanical properties of the SPC resin based advanced composites

The flexural properties of the advanced composites fabricated using the three
fibers and all 4 resins, obtained using three point bending tests, are presented
in Table 4. The data clearly indicate that composites fabricated using Kevlar®

fibers are superior to those made using either LC cellulose or E-glass fibers in
terms of the flexural stress and flexural modulus. This is in line with the tensile
properties of these fibers. It can also be seen that the flexural stress values of
the LC cellulose reinforced composites are 50% higher than those obtained for the
E-glass fiber reinforced composites whereas the flexural modulus values for these
composites are comparable. The lower bond strength in the case of E-glass fiber
reinforced composites was evident in the SEM photomicrographs which showed
extremely long fiber pull-outs around the fractured region (in tensile mode) which
are discussed later. One another reason for lower than expected flexural strength
and modulus of E-glass fiber reinforced composites was that the fiber tows used
in this study were larger and had small twist which made it harder to get proper
resin penetration inside the tows in spite of the precautions taken. All these
factors — poor bond strength, debonding and long fiber pull-outs, and insufficient
penetration — resulted in lower flexural properties of the composites. Another

Table 4.
Flexural properties of SPC resin based ‘advanced’ composites

Composite Flexural stress Flexural strain Flexural modulus
(MPa) (%) (GPa)

Kevlar — (#1) 319 (6.3)* 0.78 (10.2) 79.1 (8.9)
Kevlar — (#2) 379 (5.2) 0.74 (8.4) 88.5 (7.0)
Kevlar — (#3) 387 (8.4) 0.74 (7.5) 89.6 (3.8)
Kevlar — (#4) 357 (6.8) 0.77 (11.3) 83.5 (9.2)
Glass — (#1) 126 (11.9) 1.34 (13.7) 20.4 (10.2)
Glass — (#2) 148 (9.6) 1.45 (11.5) 23.7 (8.1)
Glass — (#3) 155 (8.6) 1.37 (12.1) 24.2 (7.9)
Glass — (#4) 151 (10.2) 1.52 (9.8) 22.4 (7.5)
LC Cellulose — (#1) 202 (8.2) 2.51 (7.8) 17.6 (3.8)
LC Cellulose — (#2) 228 (5.1) 2.08 (7.1) 24.3 (5.7)
LC Cellulose — (#3) 248 (8.7) 2.03 (9.2) 27.8 (5.9)
LC Cellulose — (#4) 240 (9.4) 2.02 (12.7) 26.9 (6.8)

#1–4 represent the resins used.
* Numbers in parentheses represent % coefficient of variation.
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reason for lower flexural stress is the interlaminar debonding observed in many
cases. The composites were made by hot pressing four laminates that were air
dried. It seems that, by comparison, the Kevlar® and LC cellulose fiber reinforced
composites showed much lower amounts of fiber pull-outs in the fracture region.
The hydroxyl groups on the LC cellulose and amide groups on Kevlar® fibers seem
to provide good sites for the soy resin to have hydrogen bonding. Based on the
flexural stress and strain values, the LC cellulose based composites can be expected
to absorb maximum energy during fracture. This results from their high fracture
strains.

In all cases, the resin #3, containing clay, gave the best flexural performance, in
spite of its lower strength and modulus compared to other resins. This is perhaps
because of the lower viscosity of this resin compared to other resins which allowed
better penetration. However, the effect was not statistically significant at 5% level
of significance. Also, the resin #1 which had the highest fracture stress and Young’s
modulus did not result in higher flexural stress or modulus values. This suggests
that these values are controlled mostly by the fiber properties.

Table 5 presents the tensile properties of the advanced composites. The results
again show superior performance of the Kevlar® fiber reinforced composites, as
could be expected, with fracture stresses in the range of 1 GPa and modulus of
about 30 GPa. This is in comparison to the fracture stresses of about 380 MPa
obtained for E-glass fiber reinforced composites and about 620 MPa for LC
cellulose fiber reinforced composites. This is, again, expected because of the fiber
properties. However, both modulus and strength values are somewhat lower than
those predicted by the rule of mixture. This is because of the hand layup technique
used and the defects (air bubbles, misalignment, etc.) introduced during their

Table 5.
Tensile properties of SPC resin based advanced composites

Composite type Fracture stress Fracture strain Young’s modulus
(MPa) (%) (GPa)

Kevlar — (#1) 921 (4.3)* 3.71 (5.6) 30.4 (3.9)
Kevlar — (#2) 1002 (5.4) 3.97 (6.2) 31.7 (3.2)
Kevlar — (#3) 1086 (4.1) 4.02 (6.8) 34.0 (4.3)
Kevlar — (#4) 984 (5.6) 4.02 (5.7) 27.9 (4.7)
Glass — (#1) 332 (6.6) 4.29 (7.9) 14.5 (5.8)
Glass — (#2) 385 (7.1) 4.03 (7.5) 14.9 (6.4)
Glass — (#3) 379 (8.0) 4.32 (8.2) 16.4 (6.1)
Glass — (#4) 383 (5.3) 4.58 (6.9) 15.8(5.9)
LC Cellulose — (#1) 588 (6.3) 9.98 (7.4) 12.2 (7.7)
LC Cellulose — (#2) 565 (4.8) 9.59 (6.5) 13.1 (5.2)
LC Cellulose — (#3) 638 (5.5) 10.07 (5.9) 12.5 (6.1)
LC Cellulose — (#4) 583 (6.4) 9.99 (7.1) 11.9 (5.8)

#1–4 represent the resins used.
* Numbers in parentheses represent % coefficient of variation.
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fabrication. What is interesting is that the fracture stress of the LC cellulose fiber
reinforced composites is about 60% of the Kevlar® fiber reinforced composites in
spite of their strength being only 40% of Kevlar® fiber strength. In addition, the
fracture strain of the LC cellulose fiber based composites, about 10%, is about
2.5 times that of Kevlar® reinforced composites, giving the LC cellulose fiber
reinforced composites significantly higher energy absorbing performance during
fracture. This is because of the high fracture strain of LC cellulose fibers as
discussed earlier. E-glass fiber reinforced composites showed lower fracture stress
and slightly higher modulus than LC cellulose fiber reinforced composites. As
discussed earlier, poor bonding with the resins and poor resin penetration into the
fiber tows are the main reasons for their lower strength. In the case of E-glass fibers,
as mentioned earlier, the bundles had slight twist. As a result, the resin penetration
was poor. This significantly affected the tensile properties. It seems that these
factors affect the flexural properties more than the tensile properties. In addition,
since the composites were made by hot pressing four laminates, some interlaminar
debonding was also observed. It is obvious that the interlaminar debonding would
affect the flexural properties more than the tensile properties. It is possible to
improve upon these properties by using suitable coupling agents and processing
smaller tows without twist. Interlaminar interaction can be strengthened by adding
some resin prior to hot pressing or by using higher pressure.

The results in Tables 4 and 5 also suggest that fiber properties control the ultimate
properties of the composites. It should be mentioned that all composites had 40%
fibers by volume. If the volume could be increased to 60% the LC cellulose
reinforced ‘green’ composites could have strengths of up to 950 MPa and modulus
of more than 19 GPa making them truly ‘advanced green composites’.

Figure 3 shows typical SEM photomicrographs of the fracture surfaces of com-
posites fractured in tension for all three fibers. It is clear from these SEM photomi-
crographs that the E-glass fibers show significant pull-out compared to LC cellulose
and Kevlar® fibers. Also, a significant amount of resin was seen sticking to the fibers
in the case of LC cellulose and Kevlar® fibers compared to E-glass fibers. This was
expected from their lower IFSS values. This also confirms why the performance of

Figure 3. SEM photomicrographs of the composite fracture surfaces, (a) LC cellulose, (b) Kevlar®

and (c) E-glass.
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E-glass fibers was lower compared to the other two fibers. However, as mentioned
earlier, this could be corrected by using appropriate coupling agent.

4. CONCLUSIONS

To build advanced green composites, three things are essential: high strength fibers,
resins with improved properties and good fiber/resin interfacial bonding. This paper
discusses the properties of advanced composites fabricated using three high strength
fibers, namely, Kevlar®, E-glass and LC cellulose fibers. Four different resins, based
on modified soy protein concentrate (SPC), were used. Although the mechanical
properties of the resins differed, the composite properties showed no significant
difference in the case of Kevlar® or LC cellulose fibers. The LC cellulose fiber
reinforced ‘advanced green composites’ consistently showed 60% of the fracture
stress and 40% of the Young’s modulus of the Kevlar® fiber reinforced composites.
These numbers are better than the ratio of the fiber properties, in favor of LC
cellulose fibers. This is because of the excellent bonding between the LC cellulose
fibers and the SPC resins. Also, the LC cellulose fiber reinforced composites
showed higher energy absorbing performance during fracture than the Kevlar®

fiber reinforced composites. The flexural properties of the Kevlar® fiber reinforced
composites were about 50% better than the LC cellulose based composites. The
glass reinforced composites showed poorest properties. However, this was a result
of the water sized (no coupling agent) fibers used in this study. By using appropriate
coupling agent or fiber surface treatment it should be possible to improve their
properties.

Unlike the current advanced composites which end up mostly in landfills at
the end of their life and make that land unusable for several decades, the SPC
based ‘advanced green composites’, reinforced with LC cellulose fibers, are fully
biodegradable, sustainable and can be composted after their useful life. They
should find applications from sports gear to auto parts and from electronics to
primary structural parts for housing. Although significant additional research is
needed in this area, it is clear that advanced green composites will some day replace
today’s advanced composites made using petroleum based fibers and resins in many
applications.
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